AGREEMENT ON PARTNER COOPERATION

I. CONTRACT PARTIES

„International Non-Governmental Organization Rotary International - District 2240 Czech Republic and Slovak Republic“
with its registered address at Prague 4, K Remízku 1031, PSČ 149 00.
ID (IČ) 86595130
Registered by the Ministry of Interior of the Czech Republic, file no. VS-4549/SDR/1-2005
Bank: Československá obchodní banka a.s. account no. 18573148/0300
Represented by: Otakar Vesely, Governor of Rotary District 2005/2006
hereinafter referred to as “ROTARY"

and

JUNÁK – svaz skautů a skautek ČR
With its registered address at Senovážné nám. 24, 110 00 Praha 1
ID (IČ) 00 409 430
Bank: Česká spořitelna a.s. account no. 193 486 932 9/0800
Represented by: JUDr. Jiří Navrátil, Vice Chairman of Junák

hereinafter referred to as “JUNÁK”

II. INTRODUCTION PROVISIONS

In accordance with developing cooperation of the World Headquarters of Rotary International with the global organization of scouting boys and girls - World Organisation of Scouts Movement,

with respect to international dimension of both these democratic communities striving for understanding of people worldwide,

with respect to pre-war cooperation of the Czechoslovak Rotary district with then JUNÁK – svaz skautů a skautek ČR – when the relationships were terminated by dictator regimes forcibly, both organizations have agreed upon deepening of further cooperation supporting meeting of joint objectives.

For this purpose, both parties hereby conclude the following agreement:
III. SUBJECT OF AGREEMENT

The subject of agreement between ROTARY and JUNÁK lies in the following:

1. Both parties shall support and develop principles of mutually beneficial service between ROTARY and JUNÁK members.

2. Both parties shall strive for development of opportunities for mutual contacts of their members, namely they shall invite each other to their events such as district meetings and conferences, Parliament sessions, Czech, European and world jamborees and other events of similar nature.

3. Both parties shall cooperate in the preparation and realization of local and national humanitarian events.

4. Both parties shall jointly support issuing of valuable books and magazines and influence young people through them positively and involve them into active work for the society.

5. Both parties shall jointly promote application of principles of their activities when creating laws regarding youth, non-profit organizations and volunteerism.

IV. ROTARY COOPERATION

1. Rotary shall support JUNÁK in the field of development of leading capabilities of talented young people and provide them with the opportunity to participate in their workshops, such as RYLA.

2. Rotary shall help JUNÁK in delegating of young people to international events, namely in short-term and long-term exchange stays and support the participation of girls and boys from non-rich families in world Jamborees.

3. Rotary shall help, local JUNÁK units, through its members and clubs, in acquiring of suitable clubrooms, camping sites and adjustments thereof.

4. Rotary shall allow JUNÁK for publishing of interesting contributions of joint interest in its district magazine Rotary Good News.

V. JUNÁK COOPERATION

1. JUNÁK shall provide space in its press for information regarding Rotary ideas and activities in order to prepare its members for involvement into the activities of Interact, Rotaract and Rotary clubs.
2. JUNÁK shall invite Rotaract and Interact members to preparation and realization of training courses such as Forest Schools and Leadership courses.

3. JUNÁK shall allow for using of its own base for holding of Rotarian events.

VI. AGREEMENT DURATION

1. This Agreement will become effective on the date of signing by both parties.

2. This Agreement is concluded for an unlimited period of time.

3. This Agreement may only be terminated by a written notice delivered to the other part 2 months in advance.

VII. OTHER PROVISIONS

1. In conclusion, both parties emphasize that the principles expressed in the Scouting Law, as well as in the Constitution and Rotary International Statute and reflected into the joint motto of SERVICE are directed to bringing up of honest, straight, good, friendly people, as well as initiative and capable ones. Therefore, both parties shall support each other in the efforts promoted by the founder of Rotary movement, Paul Harris, and expressed by the words of scouting founder, Lord Robert Baden-Powell, - “Try and leave this world a little better than you found it.”

2. To deliver this Agreement, either party shall appoint one responsible representative.

3. The parties confirm by their signatures that they have read all provisions properly, agree with the their wording and are ready to meet them by real acting.

4. This Agreement has been made in two counterparts, each party shall receive one counterpart.

5. Other relations not expressly regulated by this Agreement will be governed by general regulations as per the Civil Code.

In Český Krumlov, on May 13, 2006

Otakar Vesely .............................. Jiří Navrátil
.............................................. .....................................................
On behalf of ROTARY On behalf of JUNAK